Pharma Packaging
Success Story rlc packaging group

“Unique selling point for
unparalleled quality assurance“

The rlc packaging group is a highly specialised
packaging manufacturer with 150 years of company
tradition and the power for innovation. With the
Pharmacenter, the international group has specialised
on the specific needs of the pharmaceutical industry.
Here, packaging and package inserts are produced
under the strict hygiene and reliability requirements
of the pharmaceutics industry. The company is also
certified to pack drugs in primary packaging.

Frank Golldack is the Quality Manager of the Pharmacenter and demands certainty in his production processes. “Before, the production process was geared
towards quality with the picking of random samples,
now we use 100% inspection. This is the standard
set by ourselves and our customers, who are not
very tolerant as regards imperfections.” He adds,
“Inspecting the print against the PDF of the customer
is a central function because it eliminates confusion
of versions.”

Patrick Klewitz is production manager of pharmaceuticals and highlights a particular feature. “In rollto-roll printing, we are not able to extract misprints
directly. This is why, together with Vision Experts and
the machine manufacturer, we developed the marking
of erroneous ups. When the inspection system detects
flaws in the print process, the pharma code of the up
in question is invalidated and automatically rejected in
the fold process. This unique selling point enables us
to attain unrivalled quality assurance.”

CEO Hans-Jürgen Katzer is happy. “Beyond the
inspection of package inserts with Vision Experts, we
have also equipped our new machines in the folding
carton production area with the same inspection system. With the inspection systems from Vision Experts,
we are very close to our goal of comprehensive quality
control from the very beginning of the process.”

About Vision Experts
Vision Experts GmbH is a specialist in 100% inspection of premium-quality print products. All solutions are
tailored to the needs of our customers. We are amongst
the leading suppliers - with over 300 installations for
100% print inspection in 15 countries.

Our solutions are working in web and sheet-fed
printing machines, and for converting equipment. Our
list of customers includes leading printing machine
manufacturers, international packaging manufacturers
and medium-sized businesses.
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